CristieCloud
Flexible, Fully Managed Services

“We’re both as invested as each other in the outcomes,
because there’s so much history between us. They know
what we want even when we don’t know ourselves. That
is value that is hard to put a number on, it couldn’t be
better. It’s a brilliant relationship!”
Harvey Ditchfield - Team Manager,
Databases and Storage

About Cristie Data
Cristie Data are hybrid IT infrastructure experts. We have been managing and
protecting data across all industry sectors for over 50 years.
From SMEs to large enterprises, public sector to private sector, whatever the size
or type of customer we support, everyone receives the same high-quality advice,
expert support and friendly service. We’re in IT with you.
Our data storage, backup and disaster recovery solutions are built on tested
and validated technologies. They provide the comprehensive support for the
most diverse IT environments, seamlessly integrating with existing systems and
investments where necessary to avoid the need for wholesale replacement.

Backup as a Service

Designed for backup of on-premises systems and data, Cristie Cloud Backup and
Disaster Recovery as a Service is deployed using a hybrid model. Appliances are
installed at each client site and configured with replication to the cloud, to provide
protection in the event of a local site disaster.

Fully
Managed

Unmanaged

Install on-premises backup appliance (N/A for O365)

Yes

Yes

Provision Cristie Cloud backup resources

Yes

Yes

Configure local backups and replication to the cloud (or
direct to cloud backup for O365)

Yes

Yes

Assistance with client-initiated restores

Yes

Yes

Virtual clones of production servers can be created on standby production
infrastructure in the Cristie Cloud. Standby clones can be started in minutes,
keeping downtime to a minimum in the event of a site or system disaster.

Proactive backup management, monitoring and
reporting

Yes

No

Office 365 data (Exchange Online, SharePoint Online and OneDrive for Business)
can be backed up directly to the Cristie Cloud.

Support for backup or replication errors or issues

Without dependence on external WAN links on-premises appliances provide fast
backup and recovery. This means should WAN links fail, business systems are still
protected and recoverable locally.
On-premises appliances store backup data in a compressed and deduplicated
format for 14 days. Efficient and compressed replication of backups to the cloud
keeps WAN bandwidth requirements to a minimum.

Backup Service Component/Task

Yes

(cases raised by
Cristie staff)

Yes

(cases raised by
client staff)

Cristie Cloud and Cristie Cloud+
Features
Cristie Cloud
BaaS

Cristie Cloud +
BaaS and
DRaaS

Fully managed service by highly skilled and
experienced engineers





From 1TB to 300TB’s of production data
protected





Simple per month per TB pricing structure
of production data protected





1 year, 3 year and 5 year subscription
terms





Single or multiple site backup





Data held within our fully owned UK
sovereign datacentres





Onsite, purpose-built and scalable
appliance





Tailored SLAs to meet business
requirements





AES 256-bit encryption provides security
for data at rest during transit





Fully managed service with dedicated DR
hardware

-



Physical and virtual standby replicas

-



Recovery from single or multiple site
locations

-



Bi-annual DR testing

-



Tailored DR strategy

-



FEATURES

Disaster Recovery as a Service

Cristie Cloud DR services can be provided using
shared or dedicated infrastructure.
Our shared infrastructure platform provides costeffective DR capability, based on best of breed
components from Tier1 vendors, with logical
separation between client environments.
Dedicated (private) infrastructure provides physical
and logical separation, between customer systems
running in the cloud. Dedicated infrastructure will
never be shared, which means all of the provisioned
resources are available to the customer at all times.
This avoids any risk of performance degradation,
which could occur in a shared environment where
more than one customer may be using the same
infrastructure at the same time. This ensures
predictable performance when running systems in
the cloud.
Dedicated infrastructure also provides complete
assurance to organisations that are sensitive to the
risks of shared infrastructure, or that have specific
regulatory requirements related to the security of
their own or their customers’ data.

Disaster Recovery as a Service (DRaaS) is available as a separate or as an
additional add-on to Cristie Cloud Backup. Cristie Data provides a dedicated IaaS
environment in the cloud for Disaster Recovery. This sits alongside the proposed
Cristie Cloud backup repository, in a secure ISO accredited datacentre (described
in the section above).
Standby VMs are created from backups of production servers, on the provisioned
DR infrastructure, in our cloud data centre. When backup data is replicated from
the customer site to the data centre, the standby VMs are immediately updated
with the changes.
Standby VMs sit in a warm state, ready to be powered on in the event of failure
at the primary site. VMs can be brought online in minutes, then steps taken to
provide users with remote access.

DR Service Component/Task

Fully Managed

Unmanaged

Dedicated cloud DR infrastructure

Yes

Yes

Configure jobs to create and update virtual standby
clones of production servers, from backups, on cloud
DR infrastructure

Yes

Yes

Proactive management, monitoring and reporting of
DR virtual standby servers

Yes

No

Proactively assist in managing DR tests and live DR
failover

Yes

No

Support for errors or issues which may arise during
DR testing or a live DR event

Yes

(Cristie support
team)

Yes

(Customer
support team)

Data Centres
Cristie Data cloud services are delivered from UK sovereign
data centres that are owned and operated by our parent
company, iomart Group Plc.
iomart owns and operates 11 data centres in the UK, through
which it delivers managed cloud services.
Our datacentres and management systems meet the highest
industry standards.

Key features include:
•

24x7 manned security and monitoring

•

24x7 Network Operations Centre

•

24x7 environmental monitoring systems with N+1 redundant HVAC

•

Dual independent power feeds, backed by UPS systems and generators

•

Diverse internet routing via multiple carriers

•

Cross connections to Tier 1 carriers

•

Scalable architecture including multiple redundant core switches
and routers

•

ISO 27001; ISO 9001; ISO 22301; ISO 20000; ISO 14001; ISO 5001;
PCI DSS

iomart is proud to be the UK’s most accredited cloud provider

“If we lost a pupil’s coursework that could have an impact on the rest of their
lives so it’s critical that we have a backup solution that’s dependable, reliable
and we know works well. Cristie has offered us a scalable solution that we
can use within the cloud to meet the needs of our business and protect our
students’ data”
- Head of IT Systems

“It’s a risk averse investment which is always good for accountants. I equate
our data protection challenge to climbing Everest and I’d say with Cristie
Data’s help we’re pretty close to the summit”
– IT Manager

“Cristie Data have become a valued partner, providing a great backup
solution. I never find myself wondering if our backups are ok. If we
experience a software, virus, corruption, bad-update issue; recovery is very
swift from the local appliance”
- IT Officer

“Backup was taking almost a day out of the working week for my IT team.
Now I don’t have to worry about downtime or data loss, Cristie just do their
magic in the background. It’s made recovering data so much more efficient:
it takes seconds or minutes now, instead of days. It’s great to know that
someone is watching over our backups every hour of the day.”
– Group IT Manager

tel: 01453 310050 or email: sales@cristie.co.uk
www.cristie.co.uk
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